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There are five distinct stages in our view: 1. A description of the connections between potential components at the level of which potential modules are connected. 2. Specific choices for those modules
INTRODUCTION
"There are many biochemical signaling processes that go haywire in cancer. The problem is that there is great redundancy in these pathways so if one is disrupted, the signals get rerouted another way. An interesting one is cell death or apoptosis where cells receive a signal to commit suicide and this triggers the release of enzymes called caspases that chew up the cell and kill it. It would be interesting to model what happens if you block successive signaling pathways, how much it would take to shut the system down."
This random cocktail party comment from a friend about a decade ago first prompted me to start thinking about ways to use a model-theoretic approach to systems theory to represent the problem.
The basic strategy expounded here is a way to obtain a hierarchical modular representation of a given system (biological or not). Of course, much work has been done on similar issues, especially in distributed computer design, software modules, etc. However, we believe our approach is different, and quite appropriate for the biological application. A benefit is that it allows precise mathematical questions to be asked. And (many of) these questions have direct relation to biological issues.
For our purposes a system is simply any conceptual entity for which we can discuss its behavior, its components (if any), their interactions, and its interaction with the environment (everything that is not in the system). The various interactions involve passing or receiving information (or "material").
We consider the system and its components as "models" (or "relational structures" in the mathematical logical jargon), and the specifications describing the behavior of each module of these components as logical theories that these models should (or "could" or "do") satisfy. We may have occasion to associate a specification to a component, in which case the component is a model of its corresponding specification. (We will be more specific later about which model of the specification we intend.)
Let us give an example of the main proposed biological context: given descriptions of the behaviors of the modules of a biological system, and given the description of the actions of the pathways connecting the modules, what is the resulting behavior, and how does it change when the pathway rules of operation (semantics) change? After enriching the stand-alone modules taking into account the activity of the pathways, do the results still satisfy the original module descriptions? Which specific pathway semantics have that property? For which pathway semantics does the resulting total system satisfy a given target behavior specification? The formalism proposed here allows us to formulate such questions with precision and get some insight into what it would take to get an answer.
Some closely related background can be found in [13] , where it is stated "what is needed is … a conceptual framework for systems biology research." We feel that a genuine mathematical-logical model-theoretic approach with precise definitions can contribute to that framework. We present a basic, relatively simple view. A major simplification in our presentation, which will need to be rectified for any real applications, is that we do not consider time. 3 For example, our logical language is "first-order predicate logic" and not temporal. However, we believe that what we do present is a basis for that extension.
In its simplest form:
1) Assume the communication paths among potential components 4 of the system are known, initially only to the extent that we know which components are connected to which other components, but not which elements within each of those are actually connected to which elements of the other components, nor what those connections actually do. (We want the freedom to choose and vary those later.)
2) Choose actual models to be substituted for the component placeholders in stage 1).
3) Expand the skeletal communication paths of step 1) into connections among elements of the respective components chosen in step 2), preserving the component-to-component relations of step 1). 4) Consider a set of sentences describing the (a possible) semantics of those communication paths describing the transfer of information (expressed as logical properties) from one component (or set of components) to others. 5 5. If possible, enrich the components so that the communication paths of step 3 have the effects as specified by the connection semantics, while still maintaining the original specification of those components.
The behavior of the constructed system as a whole is determined by these five steps.
A further possibility is that instead of being given the actual components of the system, we are given their specifications (as theories), and a specification for the system as a whole. (Much more on that later.) Then the above process could be recapitulated as follows: 4 At this initial stage (stage 1), we only have placeholders for actual components, which can be given or chosen later (stage 2). Note that actual biological modules, to which the theory can be applied, do not have to be physically enclosed (e.g., in a membrane) or "contiguous", but they do have to be mutually disjoint. 5 We will see later how to restrict the logical form of the sentences in the semantics so as not to contradict any arbitrary definition of the communication paths. 6) Assume we have logical theories describing the (purported, desired, actual, etc.) behavior of each module.
7) Take models satisfying those theories, and perform the above operations 1) through 5). Of course, there is in general a choice about which models satisfying those theories we choose. We will see later that a reasonable solution is to take the "initial model" of a strict Horn theory.
If we want to bring about the situation where a given desired specification is satisfied by the system model resulting from the above steps, but the above steps do not provide that, then we may be able to see which changes, if any, to the modules or to the communication semantics, are sufficient or necessary to bring that about.
And conversely, if we want to bring about a situation where the specified behavior is to be avoided ---for example, if it is the specification of a system fault ("disease") ---then we may be able to analyze what changes to the modules or communication semantics can prevent that specification from being realized. If it turns out that no change to the communication semantics suffices, then we can identify which modules are necessary or sufficient to effect the change and carry out the above analysis within that module. Note that this is not equivalent to simply writing a new theory that is equivalent to the negation of the theory to be avoided, since that new theory will not be Horn. (See section xxx.)
Without devoting a lot of time to caveats and declarations of "innocence", we do need to say, at least once, that we are aware of, and think we avoid, some of the potential pitfalls of any mathematization or formalization of biological concepts. We, hopefully, do not fall into the trap of defining an intuitive biological concept to be some mathematical formalization, for example "system" (or "consciousness"), and thereby claim to have solved some real problem, whereas what really happened was that we simply proved some property of our formal definition. Our goal is more modest: We present some formal concepts and explore and suggest their applicability to biological systems. We take the definitions as formal objects, without arguing excessively about their suitability 6 .
The idea of applying formalism to biological systems is certainly not new. Some very good introductory, technical, and motivational material on the systems approach to biology can be found in [3] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [12] , [15] , [16] , and [17] . I do believe that the specific method/construction proposed here is new in model theory, and in its potential application to biology.
A system S may have components, i.e., subsystems ---systems in their own right that are contained in S, either physically or conceptually ---that are disjoint from each other and from the environment outside of S. For example, some of a cell's components are nucleus, organelles, vesicles, intracellular medium, etc. These subsystems are connected to each other by various means --biological signals or vesicle transport being major means of communication. Smaller subsystems can transfer information through electrical, chemical (e.g., neurotransmitters), or physical (e.g., protein conformational, pushing, pulling) means, either by specific targeting (e.g. tunneling nanotubes) or simple diffusion. Larger systems communicate via hormones, etc.
It is intuitive to think of each of a biological system's components as "contributing to" the "desired" behavior of the system, either or both "outward" behavior and "inward" (homeostasis). 7 We will discuss how that intuition may be formalized.
Note that subsystems themselves may have subsystems, and thus this process should allow for iteration to more and more "fine-grained" levels, perhaps with a lower and/or upper limit.
The connections among biological subsystems are often represented by (directed) graphs (or "networks"), where the nodes are the subsystems (or atomic elements that are in those subsystems) and the edges are the connections. The edges can be labeled with information that qualifies or quantifies to some degree how that information between nodes is transferred.
However, in our approach described here we propose to use general relations among the nodes instead of the binary relation of graphs. We view this as a more natural and general approach that can capture more complex phenomena more directly. One reason is that often in biological systems the effect of subsystems on each other is more complex than what a single binary relation can easily express, requiring the coordinated action of several nodes or special conditions on them.
Another reason is that at a higher level of abstraction, we want to describe connections between larger bodies than just the individuals that actually are pathway nodes. A very general semantics for the communication network can be given by a set of arbitrary sentences containing a single or multiple nary predicates in the relevant languages. These sentences may be useful in describing the dependence of the functionality of the modules on "context", an issue of concern in the synthetic biology literature ( [4] ). As will be shown, we can actually accomplish much 8 by using a very restricted format for the sentences of the semantics -something of the form: if x satisfies ϕ and x is R-connected to y, then y satisfies ψ
9
. We define a way of "superimposing" these semantics onto a set of modules, allowing for necessary changes to a module's functionality if the semantics require it.
Of course, in some potential applications (e.g. pathways between cells), many (even vast numbers of) different communication network predicates would be needed for a complete description 10 , if that would be even possible. For example, it is interesting to contemplate what level of complexity a formal description of the processes that facilitate the various types of trans-membrane passage of a protein would require. 8 It would be interesting to have a real example that cannot be expressed this way, and also whether the construction of the "closure" in …. -or its result --can be achieved. 9 Here x and y can be arbitrary sequences of elements, in which case it may that only part of x is Rconnected to part of y. We may need some further conditions on ϕ and ψ. 10 While it is true that any structure in any language can be interpreted in a graph (see for example [Ma] , p 25), such a transformation introduces many nodes that have no actual biological "reality". As a potential example of a biological situation which could be better represented by arbitrary n-ary predicates, consider "structures" of many proteins that join two subsystems (e.g., cells) together, for example at a "channel". A typical interpretation for the edges of such a communication graph, for example as expressed in [2] is that an edge indicates that one node influences the other in a "positive or negative way."
We consider any system (its elements together with their interrelations) as simply a "relational structure" (or "model" in mathematical logic terminology.) We begin with the case of one binary communication relation R, although a more realistic formalism would include multiple such R's, each with a different number of variable places.
As noted above, the actual connections (communication pathways) between biological systems can be by any physical means (chemical, electrical, structural, etc.). Of course, the formalism also allows "abstract" connections, whose abstractness comes from the option that the physical reality that is being modeled does not have to be specified --either because it is not known, or simply the analysis is being done at a higher level of abstraction (where several types of basic connections are combined into one). The relation R can represent a general connection of any kind between two (or more) modules, or we can utilize several relations R 1 , R 2 , … R n to represent several distinct connections between those modules, each with its own properties.
For example, R could be a general connection between a cell and its environment, irrespective of where its true destination in the cell was; or we could use a different relation for each type of channel. Another example: R could be a general synaptic connection between two neurons. Different relations might be used for the multitude of different neurotransmitter vesicles and receivers, or the twenty or so different kinds of astrocyte connections.
We would like to be able to formalize the intuition that the communication links (R) are essential to the behavior of the system, and that the modules are restricted in their own power; only with the aid of R can the system as a whole achieve some desired behavior. As the modules may gradually change over time, they always respect, and rely on, R (unless we explicitly allow R to change). In other words, we would like to eliminate the possibility of "overloading" all the desired system behavior into one subsystem and forgetting about the necessary contributions of other modules and the communication network.
To summarize: the two basic ingredients of the modular approach are (i) the modules themselves, and (ii) their interconnections. The constructions below work for any choice of modules and connections. Of course, the true applicability will depend on the choices made.
DEFINITIONS
We will be dealing with several logical languages, models, and theories. We only assume a very basic familiarity with the terminology and concepts of model theory.
A language is a set of constant, function, and relation symbols. If M is a model, L(M) is the language of M and |M| is its set of elements on which the relations of the language are defined 11 . If T is a theory (set of sentences), the language of T, L(T), is the set of constant, function, and relation symbols appearing in the sentences of T. If M is a model, Th(M) is the complete theory of M, the set of all sentences true in M. M 1 ≡ M 2 means that M 1 and M 2 are elementarily equivalent, i.e., satisfy the same sentences. Models 12 M, M a , M*: M is the model (|M|, R) that captures the high-level communication structure, considering the future modules as the elements of M. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume R is a binary relation. For every a∈ M, M a is a model such that if M|=R(a, b) for any b∈ M, then some (at least one) of whose elements satisfy the relation R* (a new relation symbol, not the transitive closure of R….) with some elements (at least one) of M b . M* = ∪ {M a *: a∈ M} will be a model "closed" under a given semantics of R. Each M a * will be a "padding" 13 of M a . This means that L(M a ) = L(M a *), |M a | = |M a *|, and for all relations P, M a |= P(x, y …) à M a *|= P(x, y …) (but there could be tuples in P according to M a * that do not hold in M a .)
, and for all relation symbols P(x, y, …),
Note that paddings of M 1 are partially ordered. So we can talk about minimal and maximal paddings that satisfy some theory. 11 Although we usually write a∈ M instead of a∈ M . 12 The question of finite or infinite models: an actual biological system is of course finite. However, it is often expandable, with restrictions. Thus, we do not make use of the finiteness assumption. And in some places we explicitly make use of the infiniteness assumption. 13 A term suggested by Wilfrid Hodges.
Notice that a padding is different from the two standard model theoretic concepts of "expansion" (adding new predicates to the language while keeping the set of elements of the model constant) and "extension" (adding new elements to the underlying set while keeping the language constant.) Theories: Ξ (the semantics of R), T a (the specification of a potential module M a occupying the place of a∈ M), T* (the specification for M*.)
Some properties of the languages:
The L a are not necessarily disjoint, so in fact we might as well assume they are all equal. 3. R, R*∉ L a a. Neither R nor R* is in the language of any module, because they will only be used to represent connections between modules 4. L a does not have to be a subset of L(T*) a. A module may have "private" or lower-level relations that T* does not know about or care about. 5. L(T*) ⊆ ∪{L a : a∈ M} a. T* is any theory that might serve as a goal, specification, or target for M*. It can talk about the "public" languages of the modules 6. L(Ξ) ⊆ ∪{L a : a∈ M} ∪ {R*} a. Ξ is a set of sentences giving the "semantics" of R* in any M*. 7. Letters a, b are usually reserved for elements of M. Letters x, y are usually reserved for (sequences of) elements of ∪M a .
IMPLEMENTATIONS a. BY MODELS
We will now give our formal definition of implementation 14 . For simplicity, we consider the case where L(M) = {R}.
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Definition 2.
Let M be a model (|M|, R) as described above. Let M be a family of (arbitrary, disjoint) models {M a : a ∈ M} in any languages not including R. We say M* is a basic M-modular implementation. We call M the "basis" of M* and we call R* R-modular. Note that since the definition of R* on M* is not uniquely determined 16 , there may be many basic M-modular implementations. The reason we call it "basic" is that it does not reflect any actual "actions" of R* on the semantics of the M a . (That action will be the task of Ξ below.) Also note that, because of the freedom in defining R* on M*, it is not possible in general to deduce the theory of R in M, nor even find what the M a are, just from the model M*.
Theorem 1.
For every model M = (|M|, R) as above, and family of models M ={M a : a ∈ M}, there exists a basic modular implementation M* of M by M.
b. BY THEORIES
Instead of starting out with a family of models as in the previous section, we can start out from a family of theories, {T a : a∈M}. We can now repeat the previous "implementation by models" construction if we choose the models M a to be models of T a . Of course, in general, there may be many choices for such models. To make the choice more appropriate to "specifications" and to specifications of biological systems in particular, we need to address the concern that we want a specification that has a model that does "no more" than what the specification entails -than what we are "forced" to do. This concern has been solved by the result that so-called strict Horn 17 theories have such models:
Definition 3:
A quantifier-free formula is said to be a Horn formula (after Alfred Horn [6] ) if it has one of the three forms
where the formulas φ 1 , …, φ n , ψ are all atomic. A universal Horn sentence is a sentence that consists of universal quantifiers followed by a quantifier-free Horn formula; it is said to be strict if no negation sign occurs in it (i.e. if it doesn't come from a quantifier-free Horn formula of the third kind).
Theorem 2.([11])
A strict Horn clause theory T has a model (a "generic model") in which positive existential sentences are true IFF they are deducible from T.
Intuitively, the generic model does "no more" (positive existentially) than T explicitly requires.
c. TAKING THE SEMANTICS OF THE CONNECTIONS INTO ACCOUNT
Let Ξ be a set of sentences of the form (1) ∀x∀y[(ϕ(x) ∧ R*(x, y)) à ψ(y)], x and y are sequences, ϕ, ψ atomic sentences in ∪L a (that may contain constant terms, but do not contain the symbol R* (or R).)
The intended biological application is to facilitate description of a fairly general semantics of signaling pathways: If x satisfies some condition ϕ and is connected to y, then y takes on the property ψ. A natural "most general" approach would be to let Ξ contain any sentences whatsoever in the language ∪{L a : a∈ M} ∪ {R*}.
However, the goal of introducing the semantics of the connection relation is to transform the collection of originally chosen models M a (for example, generic models of their respective specifications T a ) serving as the modules of the implementation M* into a collection (of paddings M a * of the original M a ) that satisfies Ξ, while each M a * still satisfies T a . This would not be true for any Ξ in general.
Note that ϕ in (1) above does not have to be non-trivial ("essential"); it could be that that sentence along with M|=R(a,b) represents a situation where any R*-contact at all from M a to M b is enough to cause the target element to behave like ψ. The closure under Ξ results in a system with no new elements, but rather padded components -the same elements have enhanced properties conveyed by R* according to Ξ. Closure under Ξ gives the weakest set of M* a that are fully enhanced by the pathways described in Ξ. Returning to the general discussion, it could be that the M* a no longer satisfy T a . This may or may not be a "desirable" or tolerable outcome from the standpoint of the biology, but it is probably not a desirable outcome from the standpoint of making the modular implementation paradigm hierarchical.
We also believe it is more "natural" to view Ξ as allowing T a to fulfill its "potential", but not go beyond that. (Otherwise, Ξ could really take over the original functionality of the modules, and just arbitrarily add capability.)
Here is another example: Take M= {a, b}, where R(a, b), R(b, a); T b |=(ψ 1 à ϕ 2 ), T a |=(ψ 2 à ϕ 3 ); and Ξ contains [ϕ 1 (x) ∧ R*(x, y)] à ψ 1 (y) and [ϕ 2 (x) ∧ R*(x, y)] à ψ 2 (y).
Then: if M a |= ϕ 1 (x) and R*(x, y), for x ∈ M a , y ∈ M b , then M* a |=ϕ 3 (x).
If we want to enforce that the closure is composed of modules satisfying their original specifications (i.e., M* a |= T a ), we can adopt the following procedure:
Theorem 4:
If T a are Horn theories for all a ∈M, then the closure under Ξ (as above) and {T a : a ∈M} always exists.
Note that in a real biological system, the operation of the communication semantics (and everything else) requires real time to execute and different operations could require or use vastly different timescales, thus affecting the relative timing of the hypothesis and conclusion of sentences in Ξ and T, thus potentially affecting the outcome. So there is obviously the need to incorporate time into the formalism. On the other hand, the case can be made that at a sufficiently coarse granularity, we cannot distinguish the actual or even relative timing of events, but only the static state. At that level, we do not have the timing information, and thus the above formulation may be the best we can do. An additional question should be to find "minimal" changes to any of these.
The other side of the coin is when we want to prevent the closure from satisfying T* (for example, when T* specifies a "disease" state, or a "compromised" state, in the context of computer system security). We probably would want to maintain all the T a if possible. So we would first try to find an R-connection or R*-connection to remove, or to alter an action of Ξ, say (ϕ 1 (x 1 ) ∧ R(x 1 , x 2 )) à ϕ 2 (x 2 ), we can change either of the two conjuncts in the left side of the implication. If no change in Ξ is sufficient, because the "damage" is already done by some (one or several) T a , then we can continue the analysis inside of the modules.
In the end, for the next stage of the hierarchy, (if and) after we know M*|= T*, where T* is strict Horn, though M* may not be its generic model, we will take the generic model of T* to be model to be used going forward. That process does not need to know that in fact the modular implementation and Ξ-closure, may have resulted in more properties than just contained in the initial model of T*.
The biological process that this definition intends to formalize is that R can transfer information or "material" from one module to another, causing a change in the properties of (elements of) the recipient module, thus going beyond the original capabilities of that module.
SUMMARY
We have presented a formal mathematical-logical framework for describing a class of signaling pathways and other communications among modules of a biological system. The semantics of the pathways can be considered separately from the specifications of the modules, and the effect of different pathway behaviors on a fixed set of modules can, in principle, be deduced.
